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Abstract

The basis of this thesis is to create a visual body of work that explores the relationship
between humans and nature. The imagery for this work is influenced by the nostalgic
memories of nature's ephemeral qualities and natural phenomena. I want my work to
reference places I have been, seen, and touched- places that had a profound impact on my
spirit. By recreating these experiences, I am able to reflect and respond in new ways with
my environment. I communicate these experiences using formal sculptural language,
rather than recreating nature itself. I create organic, abstracted forms to represent nature
through repeated shapes. I refer to these individual pieces as fractal cells. This is one way
for me to visually represent and understand the randomness of nature. I want my viewers
to recognize a quality that brings to mind a memorable reflection. The forms resemble
bones, fish, water, etc.; yet, their beauty is in the ambiguity of the forms, as nature is
endless in its inspiration.
In the current state of our existence, there is an apparent imbalance between humanity
and the environment. What generally should be in harmony is in a constant state of
conflict. How I relate to this chaotic order is something of interest to me. I want to
represent a human presence within my work through the use of geometric shapes, forms,
and materials. These forms are cold, heavy, and industrial in appearance. Using both
organic and industrial forms together, I can represent the imbalance between humans and
nature, and seek a new means of understanding this tension.

III

A Personal Dialog
‘to be here’
to be here
to be this
what i see
i am
i am this
i am here
Where i dwell

herman de vries
(2011)

Art is an extension of who we are. It comes from an existential view of ourselves, and our
environments. For me, place is representative of these experiences. Having a connection
to place is important in order to understand myself and the relationships that I share.
From a young age, I had a sense for exploration, imagination, and curiosity. I was
fortunate enough to spend most of my life growing up outside of the city. My father
purchased land in rural areas. In a lot of ways, he shared with his children the importance
of having a connection to a place you could call your own. I spent every hour that I could
outdoors. I knew every stream, river, and pond in the area. Everything within an hour or
so of walking was explored. I knew how to find rabbit burrows, fishing and swimming
holes. Things that caught my attention were stones, erosion, cliffs, clay, fallen trees, and
smooth driftwood. What was even more interesting was finding old scraps of metal or
items that were left behind or washed down river. I would pick up something that looked
interesting and inspect it. The sense of discovery in these found objects played with my
imagination and I would see new potential in these objects.

IV

I grew up in two very different landscapes. From the time I was six to twelve years of
age, I lived on seventy-two acres of farmland in rural Wisconsin. We had a small hobby
farm with an exotic group of animals. Everything from mixed cats, dogs, rabbits, to
a llama, two emus, and thirty jacob sheep. In the winter I remember waking up on early
mornings before the school bus came to break the ice out of the watering dishes and refill
them with fresh water. I helped hold the sheep while we sheered their wool in the spring,
and bailed hay all summer. We spent playtime making tree forts, or racing the toboggan
down the hill. We drank from the streams and ate wild fruit. I still remember the location
of four apple trees, one mulberry bush, and the blackberry briers near the sandstone cliff.
They were our snacks in between meals.

When I was twelve we moved to northern Arizona on five acres right next to a river
valley and adjacent to state land. It was a lush valley with remnants of old mining
equipment littering the hillsides, and signs of the old west were everywhere. Up river
from our house was a giant mound of black slag left over from copper mining of the late
1800’s.

(Slag2)

(Black Slag Pile)

V

I often walked around this pile and even climbed it a few times. It was incredibly sharp
and potentially dangerous had it ever slid. From the top, it was a big mesa and as
a vantage point you could see for great distances. It was a strange anomaly, like a foreign
landscape or dormant being imposed upon the landscape. It was common to find its
debris washed down river with the annual floods. The slag would lose its industrial
melted ore-like surface and take on a smooth rock-like quality. The landscape was
scarred from these objects of the past. There was so much history connected to this place.

My own memory of these places connects me to them, leaving a lasting impression.
These memories bring a wealth of information and experience back into my work.
My choice for material and subject comes from an inner reflection of these early
experiences. I directly relate to my early experiences of walking the woods and picking
up found materials. Clay for me is the closest to working in nature as I can get in the
studio. There is a familiarity to clay in how I used to pile rocks and mud in the creek. The
serious nature of these playful actions is something
I try to bring back into my work. I try to build from
these experiences my own visual vocabulary.

(Rivers and Tides)

Andy Goldsworthy is an influential artist for
relating to the way I view my own work. His choice of material in relation to location
adds to the poetic nature of his work. He uses only materials from the environments that
he explores. This gives him a direct relation to these places.

VI

He speaks of the discovery created through the familiarity with a material, “each time
learning something new” (Goldsworthy, 2)(“Rivers and Tides”). Learning to develop my own
work with this way of thinking has opened my mind to be receptive of the material’s
importance to my work. Understanding the importance of my own connection and
interest to place makes my work meaningful for me.

Nature Understood as Fractals
The aesthetic focus of this thesis was to develop a body of work that explored the
dichotomy between humans and nature using the traditional sculptural language of
balance, proportion, and tension. This would be accomplished by placing two opposing
elements in each sculpture. One element would be used to represent a human element and
the other would represent a natural element. Through this I could explore the natural
contrast between hard and soft, cool and warm, surfaces to represent the division between
these two elements.

Starting this thesis I didn’t want to visualize nature as another representational landscape.
I wanted to create works that were informed from my own vision and sensibilities, but
one that would also provide an opportunity to explore broader universal themes and
concepts. I wanted to find a new way of representing nature through abstraction and
change my perception of how I might communicate this duality.

VII

Natural phenomenon in nature has long captured my curiosity and interest. Moments of
contrast in natural phenomena that become records of time are what draw me to nature.
Contrasts, such as the energy of flowing water over a dam, or the static formation of
layered rock create such moments. There’s an element of time in these events that
appears structured or calculated.

This lead me to research the theory of chaos and the order of natural phenomenon
explained through Benoit Mandelbrot's definition of fractals. Fractals, being patterns that
follow chaotic order, follow certain rules that can be calculated and determined
(Mandelbrot, 2). When

speaking of the natural phenomena in nature, I’m referencing the

patterns that nature follows. For example, when looking at the stratum of rock formations
or the branches of trees, we see what appears to be a random order (chaos).

(Rock Stratum)

These structures take on interesting and complex shapes. Fractal theory would explain
this order as several shapes following simple systems to create complex patterns and
structures (Crownover, 7). Nature can be observed as a system of efficiency; what takes the
least energy, but produces the strongest structure, influences the final design (Finsterwalder,
23).

VIII

When determining the shape of the forms I would create, I was greatly inspired by these
natural patterns. In this way, the fractal cell became a symbolic image for my work by
representing nature as a macrocosm. This is one way for me to visually represent and
understand the randomness of natural phenomenon.

I think the beauty of the fractal cell is its ambiguity. It is neither one thing or another, yet
can relate to all things. Martin Puryear (a sculptor in craft-media) speaks of the ambiguity
of his forms as “vaguely familiar but unknown” (qtd. in Crutchfield, 2). Puryear’s work takes
on many definitions, and brings to mind all kinds of visual associations. I am also trying
to create something familiar, yet unknown. This allows room for interpretation and for
each individual viewer to have a different experience.

(72 x erophila verna)

When determining the use of the fractal cell, I looked to the work of artists like Herman
de Vries. Like a fractal system, Herman de Vries works in a very systematic order of
colleting natural objects to create what I see as landscapes.
He uses a “programme” system, categorizing individual plant parts to create
compositions that are sensitive to line, balance, and proportion (Furlong, 48).

IX

(from our garden)

The act of collecting and categorizing individual plants and leaves suggests a thoughtful
and planned layout. The compositional structure of his work becomes the construct of an
invisible human presence. They represent a personal understanding of place.

What is interesting in de Vries composition, is the variety. Each leaf from the same tree
reflects the randomness and variety of information; each leaf is unique to its own design
and structure. This uniqueness and randomness is what I’m attracted to as well.
I too use the repeated element to speak of the randomness in nature. How I organize the
fractals compositionally is either a developed program or structure to create a personal
construct of my own interpretation of what it represents.

X

The Human Condition
When considering universal themes and concepts as a visual artist, I want to use
recognizable forms and shapes to convey a message. In many examples, geometric
shapes have been used by world cultures for thousands of years for their symbolic
meaning and depictions (qtd. in Biedermann). We can see in western society references to
the circle and the square in images such as the Vitruvian Man, illustrated by Leonardo da
Vinci in 1490. Leonardo believed that there was a connection between humanity and
nature that could be depicted through such geometric shapes (Keele, 10)(“The Perfect Man”).
I believe my use of these universally recognized shapes adds commentary to an age-old
fascination of trying to understand our connection to place through visual imagery.
This is why I chose to use geometric shapes and industrial elements to reflect humanity.

Over one hundred years ago the mass manufacturing of steel gave rise to a new
civilization. We as a species developed a new means of changing our environments.
We gained the ability to build larger and stronger structures that greatly changed our
urban environments into landscapes of concrete and steel. We use right angles and
geometric planes to define our modern landscape. I see the urban landscape as
a direct contrast between our self-perception and nature. Steel has become
a metaphorical material to represent modern humanity’s ambition to prevail over nature.
These constructed environments are secondary to our primary, natural environment, and
by choice we isolate ourselves from the natural world.

XI

When considering the current state of environmental issues impacting humans today it is
apparent that humanity is in a constant struggle. Natural events such as floods and famine
remind us ever so often how vulnerable we are as a species. Today, I don’t see
a harmony or balance in this relationship. I see the privatization of natural resources, and
the commodification of non-renewable materials. As I became more aware of these
issues, I started realizing the impact I had on my surroundings. This made me conscious
of the impact from others, and to think now how globally we as species have completely
altered the areas we inhabit. I don’t have an answer for these problems, but I have a sense
of social responsibility to acknowledge these issues and change my interaction with my
environment.

XII

Technical Process

As an artist, I value the artistic freedom to redefine process and use of materials. While
ceramics is a craft medium that requires a level of expertise and knowledge, I prefer to
use my understanding of material to invent new approaches that best fit my work. One of
my challenges was to break free of my comfort zone and explore new methods, materials,
and processes. Coming from a pottery background, it was very hard to break the rules
that traditionally govern the material. For some works, I had to resist the urge to attach
and smooth everything. I simplified my process to allow a more visceral handling of the
material to come out. I smeared and tore, smashed and pressed clay together. I found new
surfaces and material characteristics I don’t think would have ever been found without
this exploration. I was able to get at the essence of the material through intuition and
speak of a true sensibility for the material. For me, this is where craftsmanship came into
the work. I was able to wield the material in new ways, and found new meaning for the
work I created.

I work in two ways: a very controlled handling of the material, and loose free flowing
expression. For this reason I chose to use both slip casting, and various forms of handbuilding to create my works. Both methods bring meaning and content to the work. I like
the contrast between the rough and soft surfaces on these two areas. These are the same
characteristics found in the soft and hard materials found in nature. This creates a natural
tension that I’m attracted too.
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I like the systematic approach to slip-casting which adds repetition and rhythm.
This method, I believe, is where I experience my attraction to pattern by repeating the
same process over and again. As the multiple forms begin to stack, the process reminds
me of the continuous patterns from nature. This area is also an area that requires skill and
refinement - something that I also enjoy while working. One area I really wanted to focus
on in slip casting was refinement. I first created a series of shapes for my early wall
composition (Intangible elements). These original shapes were created using clay and
then molded. The tendency for surface irregularity made for more work in the final
casting than I wanted. I corrected this problem by recasting the shapes solid with plaster
for the reworking of their surfaces. I then would use these new shapes like match plates
to create multiple molds. By making double of each mold I was able to increase my daily
production. It also resulted in a higher level of refinement in each new mold. While still
in the green stage of working, each casting would then be sponged and sanded using steel
wool and gray scotch-bright pads. Sometimes the use of wet sanding would be used
depending on the extra level of refinement needed. I thus reduced surface irregularities
and found smoother surface contours.

Hand-building is where I let intuition and familiarity with material come into play.
I wanted to find surfaces that resembled the organic surfaces with which I’ve interacted.
For this to happen I had to find new ways of building with the material. I started building
solid forms by pressing clay together and minimizing the amount of handling after the
clay had been placed. I need the clay to keep the rough sharp edges to maintain an
appearance of freshness.

XIV

I wanted the natural characteristics of the material to come out and complement the final
composition. I liked the way the surface cracked or tore apart as the molecules were
stretched from one another. To smooth this would have taken that information away.

Working in these two very different ways allowed me to separate myself from the other
while I worked between the two. In a lot of ways this kept my studio practice fluid while
exhausting several ideas at once. This kept me active in pursuing new ideas. Working one
way would inform me while I was working on the other.

I primarily used stoneware and kaolin in the making of my work. I’ve been using
a variation of the same stoneware recipe that I used during my undergraduate studies.
Workability, along with structural integrity was important. Over the years I’ve changed
percentages, eliminated excess, and developed a clay body that could be hand-built,
thrown, and even extruded in to long tubes. The clay had wonderful malleability, superb
green-strength, and minimal shrinkage. The composition is roughly a three-part clay ratio
of fire clay, stoneware, and ball clay/earthenware blend.

I also needed to develop a kaolin clay body that would work for hand-building. I was
looking for a pure white clay with a warm glow. I had trouble using porcelain recipes
from various sources. The tendency for many of these recipes was to turn grey after cone
3 in oxidation or reduction. The dilemma is that Kaolin typically (being non-plastic)
needs the addition of a secondary clay in order to be workable, but this would also
introduce impurities, affecting its color.

XV

After doing research and testing, I found that Tile 6 has a natural plasticity of its own
unlike any other kaolin clay available. Since I had little concern for making a clay body
fully vitreous, I was able to omit several fillers and fluxes that increased the cost and
affected its purity. I resolved several of these issues by using a lower temperature flux
such as Nepheline Syenite. The Nepheline Syenite offered two benefits: the main benefit
was the ability to fire the work much lower in temperature saving energy and time. It also
introduced sodium into the clay, increasing its workability. The result was a semivitreous clay that retained its warm glow.

I like to keep an open mind when approaching material. I like to approach each problem
as a challenge and come up with creative solutions. I use research and material
knowledge to help find these solutions. I have found that first understanding the goal,
determines the approach of the problem.

XVI

Body of work

The final body of work was comprised of four installations, and a small series of new
forms. The theme of the exhibition was to present a subjective view of the different
dynamics involving human interaction with nature. I primarily stuck with a few forms to
challenge myself by only exploring the potential of a single form in a variety of
compositions. By limiting the amount of visual elements, I realized that each form could
change its meaning and/or association in relation to other elements. The combination of
different elements allowed me to explore natural contrast and tension. I developed
different surfaces to express the coldness of industrial materials and the warmth of
organic surfaces. I looked to past memories and understanding of materials to develop
these works.

Our Fragility
In our efforts to control the environment, we have become broken and out of balance.
I used the iconic image of the circle to reflect our tenacity as humans to have dominion
over our environments. The geometry of the square tube used to create the circle becomes
a metaphor for humans trying to square the circle. As mentioned before, the use of these
elements in combination have been used to represent both humans and nature throughout
history. The cold industrial circle representing humanity is broken and fraying at the
edges. Its shape is no longer a true circle. It has become out of round and lost its
completeness.

XVII

The sculpture becomes a reflection of our current state of existence. The circle,
representing nature, remains continuous as humanity fails to mirror its reflection.

Nature as a Commodity
In comparison to steel, the wooden pallet is another iconic twentieth century innovation
from the 1940’s that has greatly changed the way in which we’ve developed the mass
distribution of material goods and resources (Hodes, 21). The preciousness of the gold tip
fractals reflects the commodification of these natural resources and the pallet represents
our contempt towards our use of natural resources. The steel construction removes the
pallet from its traditional role as an object and brings it into the realm of sculpture.
I wanted the viewer to reevaluate their perception of the pallet.

Intimate conversations
The idea was to isolate two elements as a still image to explore the intimacy of the forms’
relation to one another. The individualizing of the fractal cells humanizes their behavior
and animates them with a sense of fragility. The objects become allegorical in their
closeness with one another and sadness in their hidden dependence for one another.

Intangible Elements
Influenced by natural events such as flowing water, or blowing wind, I envisioned
a wall installation that would capture the same ephemeral feel through implied
movement. The design of the composition was to use multiple curvilinear forms that
could be placed together to build a larger format using their profiles as a guide.
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This simple rule would then determine the overall shape and size of the composition,
creating its own natural pattern. Each individual form reflects a singular moment in
a natural phenomenon. This allowed me to explore the concept of time as an esthetic
element. I relate time to movement and measured segments. Time for me is linear, and
can be broken down into fragments or stills. Line communicates movement, flow, and
distance. I used line to represent the flow of time by creating movement and direction
within the composition. When thinking of the beauty of these events, I wanted to imply
a wasting away feeling, that the beauty of this event was inflicted by an outside source.
This outside source, of course speaks of the pollution to the natural environment. I paired
several of the clusters with dying cells to reference this pollution.

Observing Chaos
In this installation, I combined several dynamic elements to create an installation of
imagined chaos. I thought of it as a still frame from a scene, or the aftermath of an event.
The interaction of the different elements serves as a reflection of past events
I experienced growing up near a river. Annual floods would occur every spring with the
snowmelt from the higher elevations in Flagstaff. The dam was shouting distance from
our backyard, and every year its twelve-foot retaining wall made of iron plates would
break and flood the riverbeds. With it came lots of debris and scrap metal. Sometimes it
exposed buried materials that once held up an old bridge. The force of the floods would
mangle everything in its path. Driftwood and metal would get tangled together.
Some years the river was made wider, and others more narrow and deep. Almost every
year, it changed the path of the river.

XIX

With the concern for water conservation, the county rebuilds every year using the same
materials, each time, shortening the length of the iron wall with large boulders. Each year
they construct the same matchbook construction and hope for the best. To me this is
another attempt at trying to achieve the impossible.

Through the development of these works, I’ve explored various ideas and concepts that
presented new forms of inquiry and direction. I wish to remain open to the potential of
new forms, while also continuing to explore this current body of work. I think this thesis
has established a foundation on which I can build.

XX
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Image List

‘Nature as a Commodity’
steel pallet and press-molded kaolin fractals, gold luster, cone 3-018, 2015
(12h”x 28l”x 28d”)
‘Intimate Conversations’
extruded stoneware and slip-casted porcelain, glaze, cone 6-3, 2015
(3”x 8”x3”) variable series
‘Our Fragility’
extruded stoneware and press-molded kaolin fractals, glaze, cone 10-3, 2015
(58”x 58”x58”)
‘Observing Chaos’
extruded stoneware and slip-casted porcelain, glaze, cone 10-3, 2015
(Multiple Dimensions)
‘Intangible Elements’
slip-casted porcelain, glaze, cone 3-04, 2015
(Multiple Dimensions)
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